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                        Secrets of Titanic movie’s spiked chowder incident should be revealed, says N.S. privacy commissioner

                        
                            A woman's heart may be a deep ocean of secrets, but Halifax Regional Police were wrong to withhold some information about their investigation into who drugged the chowder on the Titanic movie set, according to the province's privacy commissioner.
In ...
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                        Once controversial, the keffiyeh now a symbol of solidarity for Palestinians in Halifax

                        
                            Chrissy Porter is a Halifax-based model who commutes to work with her keffiyeh scarf wrapped around her neck. 
“It helps show whose side you are on without actually saying anything, even though there is an obvious choice,” she said. 
The keffiyeh is ...
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                        LETTER: New pan-Atlantic Canada Patient Advisory Committee on precision medicine in cancer

                        
                            Most of us know someone affected by cancer.
This is not surprising, as cancer is a common disease in Canada, with hundreds of thousands of new cancer diagnoses given each year.
Cancer has a greater impact on those of us in Atlantic Canada. The people ...
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                        Touch of Gold plans to shine in new location

                        
                            Touch of Gold jewelry store will become one of the anchor retail tenants at The Mills development, store owner Mike Foran having signed a 10-year lease with developers Mickey MacDonald and Danny Chedrawe.
Touch of Gold was already a longtime tenant ...
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                            Struggling for a mid-week meal that's equal parts simple and equal parts delicious. Resident foodie Mark DeWolf serves up three pasta recipes.
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                        Latest exploits push MacKinnon, Drouin to new career heights: 'I thought we were playing in Halifax (again)'

                        
                            
The fans in Denver broke out the 'MVP' chants after another superhuman performance by Nathan MacKinnon on Tuesday.
The 28-year-old Colorado Avalanche star put his next-level speed on full display in a 5-2 win over the Minnesota Wild, blowing by ...
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                        Three arrested in N.S. home invasion case; bystander stops handcuffed and pantsless suspect’s escape attempt

                        
                            RCMP have arrested three suspects in connection with a home invasion in Nictaux on Monday night.
Const. Dominic Laflamme said three people forced their way into a home in the Annapolis County community. At least one person was assaulted but, while ...
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                            [image: B.C.'s April snow survey shows the lowest snowpack since records started in 1970.]
                        
                    
                

                
                    
                        
                        B.C.'s April snowpack lowest on record since 1970

                        
                            
 B.C. snowpack is at a five-decade low, easing fears about flooding but raising concerns about an increased risk of drought in the spring and summer.


 According to the latest monthly snow survey, the snowpack average for B.C. is at 63 per cent ...
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